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GRANITE LANDFORMS OF THE WHEATBELT - A BRIEF REVIEW

C.R.Tw lale and J.A.Boume

RANITIC rocks
underlie all of the

continent and crop out over
about 1570 of the land areas.
Exposures typically give rise
to piains interrupted by
isolated hills or inselbergs
('island mounts'). Many of
thesehills are domical - they
look like half-oranges set
down on their cut surfaces -

and are, increasingiy, known
as bornhardts after the
German explorer of central
Africa, Wilhelm Bornhardt,
who in 1900 published a
wonderful account of such
forms in what is now
Tanzania.

Bomhardts are developed
in massive rocks, typically
granite (but also volcanics,
sandstone conglomerate and
limestone), with few open
fractures. Their plan form is
determined by steeply-
dipping fractures, which also
f ind express ion in  the
orientation and shape of various minor forms A few
outcrops have produced tall angulartowers and blades of
rock, as around Mt Manypeaks, east of Albany. The
convex-upward profiles ofbornhardts is associated with
arcuate sheet fractures. which delineate massive slabs
ofrock and which, though widely amibuted to offloading
are basically due to crustal compression. Bomhardts
occur in many climatic environments and many
topographic settings but a1l are found in multicyclic
landscapes in which there is evidence of more than one
period of planation in the form of an overall stepped
morphology.

A characteristic suite ofminor landforms is developed
on granite outcrops. It includes basins or gnammas,
gutters and grooves; tafoni or alcoves and alveoles or
small hollows, pitting or rough surfaces, polygonal
cracking, flared slopes, A-tents or pop-ups (U.S.),
triangular wedges of rock, and slipped slabs.

These various forms, major and minor, are of three
types. Some originatedbelow the land surface at the base

of the soil or regolithic cover
and subsequenty were exposed
and modified: lhey are etch
forms. Some have been shaped
by processes active on exposed
rock surfaces and are of
epigene or subaerial origin.
Others are due to earth
movements and are tectonic.

Etch forms

('etch' - to eot owoy by
chemicol oction).

Water, and especially soil
or shallow groundwater
charged with chemicals and
biota, reacts with rock-forming
minerals. Granite consists of
interlocking crystals of quarlz,
feldspar and mica. Thus, granite
is  of  low poros i ty  and
permeability, i.e. water does
not easily pass through the body
ofthe rock. On the other hand,
granite is typically well-jointed,
with orthogonal systems (three
sets ofjoints disposed at right
angles to one another) and

arcuate sheet fractures delineating thick slabs of rock,
well represented. If open, such fractures allow water
penetration and are avenues of weathering. Feldspar and
mica are altered (or weathered) to clays, and even quartz
is eventually taken into solution. Where open fractures
are numerous or where weathering has been active for
a long time, the granite is transformed into a weathered
mantle or regolith consisting ofclay and quartz fragments
or simply clay. The base of the regolith, the junction
between regolith and fresh rock is frequently abrupt and
is krown as the weathering fronl.

Shallow groundwaters exploit weaknesses in the
country rock. Fractures, for example, or rocks that are
vulnerable because of their composition (e.g. an
abundance of mica) are more rapidly weathered than
massive compartments lacking mica. Thus the weathering
front is ftequently topographically differentiated both in
gross and in detail. Nevertheless, long periods of
weathering of well-jointed granite have in many places
produced weathering fronts that are essentially planate,

Tafoni or olcove formed inside o baulder an Kakerbin Hill.
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depressions formed at the
weathering front evolve into pits,
pans or armchair-shaped hollows
according to rock structure and
slope. Butpatches of soil (especially
if vegetated) retain moisture and
seepage from such holiows supports
black algai veneers that apparendy
protect the rock surface and in places
have converted the floors of gutters
into slightly raised ribs. Similarly,
water drains into gnammas but the
surroundingrock surface, especially
if soil-covered, retains moisture so
that weathering is faster there than
around the basins. Hence the annular
rims or rock doughnuts found at
some sltes.

Tectonic forms

Earthquakes affect all parts of
the crust though some areas are
more unstable than others. Britde
rocks like granite crack under
pressure so that fault scarps, fissures
and rock bursts are quite common.
Of particular interest are the A-
tents or pop-ups that develop during
tremors and which are well
represented on massive granite
outcrops . Wedges that are triangular
in cross-section also are formed by
compressive st ress,  squeezed
vertically adj acent to steeply-dipping
fractures on platforms and gentle
hillslopes. Largerwedges have been
pushed out along sheet fractures on
steep rock faces. Broken slabs have
been shaken and have slipped
downslope.

Forever or Everlosting hills

Perhaps the most astonishing
feature of the Wheatbelt inselbergs
is lheir apparent age. The rocks in
which they are shaped are very old,
varying between 2.3-3 billion years
according to locality. Many of the
inselbergs were shaped beneath the
soil cover during the Cretaceous
period about 70-130 million years
ago and later exposed. The crests of
a few, however, like The Humps,
Boyagin Rock, Jilakin and Pingaring
hills were evidently already hills

c

during r.he Cretaceous lor they stood
above the plains that carried an
ironstone (lalerilic) soilat that time.
They have withstood the elemen(s
lor at least 70 million years. and in
some instances longer. They are
truly what Penny Hussey has called
the Forever  Hi l ls .  They are the
'everlasting hills' of Genesis (49:
26).
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A tent or pop-up on King Pocks.

Slipped slabs on King Rocks.


